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The Card of Hen Vietnamese from Cherry Hill contains about 16 different dishes and drinks. On average, you
pay for a dish / drink about $10.6. What User likes about Hen Vietnamese:

absolutely delicious. probably the best Vietnamese I had. decor and service were both great, but I don't care. I'm
all about eating and eating was great. I have Vermicelli bullets with grilled pork and it was great. I can't wait to go
back to a photo. read more. The restaurant and its rooms are wheelchair accessible and thus reachable with a

wheelchair or physiological limitations. What User doesn't like about Hen Vietnamese:
I was excited to try their Pho. I ordered two for take out and they said 20 minutes. We got our order timely but the

food was completely cold. Who eats pho cold? Is this how take out pho is suppose to be like? Did we wait 20
minutes for them thaw frozen food to luke warm temperatures? Def not worth $12 a bowl.. read more. At Hen

Vietnamese in Cherry Hill, tasty, juicy, delicious meat is freshly grilled on an open flame and served with delicious
sides, and you can look forward to the fine typical seafood cuisine. It's precisely the freshness and lightness

paired with the original Vietnamese spices that not only brings fine menus to the plate, but also puts the
customers into a pleasant holiday feeling for a short time.
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�tra�
DIPPING SAUCE

Noodle�
THE HEN PHO $14.0

Mai� Cours�
BBQ PORK

Reisgericht� mi�
Hühnerfleisc�
GA NUONG $10.0

Baguett�
HEN ROTISSERIE CHICKEN $9.0

S�zlin� plate�
DODGING RIBEYE $14.0

Ph� - Ric� Noodl� Soup
PHO KHONG $6.0

Co� Di�
CƠM GÀ ROTI $22.0

Our Deliciou� Submarin�
Sandwic� Choice�
TRADITIONAL COLD CUT $7.0

E� Favorit�*
SUNNY SIDE UP $10.0

Restauran� Categor�
BBQ

Starter�
HEN WINGS $10.0

KHOI TAY CHIEN $4.0

Ingredient� Use�
SEAFOOD

PORK MEAT

CHICKEN
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